Unlocalized crack initiation and propagation in staggered biomaterials.
Many types of tissues in living organisms exhibit a combination of different properties to fulfil their mechanical functions in complex environments. Nacre with more than 90% brittle and hard phase and a little protein matrix, exhibits high strength and toughness, which is difficult to achieve in artificial materials. Researchers have shown that the toughness of nacre is related to the cracking process. Most of them, however, assume an obvious pre-existing crack on the model and the initiation of the microscopical pre-existing crack is not considered yet. Based on fracture mechanics with the cohesive zone model, we reveal the mechanism of the crack initiation and propagation pattern in staggered biomaterials without any pre-existing crack. The simulation result shows that there are two crack propagation modes: localized mode and unlocalized mode. A crack initiates and propagates in a small area in the localized mode, while cracks initiate at different points and propagate in various paths in the unlocalized mode. The crack initiation mechanism from the intrinsic properties of the material is clarified using energy based stability analysis. The result shows that the shear interfacial mechanism significantly delays the crack initiation.